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BACKGROUND

Homing is the ability of an animal to navigate towards an original location through unfamiliar areas. In Europe, brown bears

avoids anthropic areas, but under specific scenarios (e.g., dispersal), they may show homing capabilities toward human 

dominated landscapes.

We used as a case study the movement patterns of a dispersing brown bear from Slovenia in north-eastern Italy, the expansion

area of the Dinaric-Pindos population, that crossed the Italian lowland to return toward its natal area.

5. Lowland displacement and opportunistic

monitoring

After two weeks from the recapture, a brown bear was reported

within the Italian lowland. Genetic analyses on scats confirmed the 

identity of the bear. The overall pathway within lowland was

reconstructed using opportunistic data (tracks, direct observations, 

etc.)

1. Capture and telemetry monitoring (2013-2014)

A 3-4 years old brown bear was captured, collared and genetically

identified (Gen18 – Madi) within the Italian pre-Alps.

Overall, the bear was monitored for 380 days, obtaining 2130 GPS 

locations.

We estimated the utilization distributions (UD) using the Dynamic

brownian bridge movement model.

4. The recapture (2015)

In June 2014 the GPS collar failed to 

work and the bear was recaptured in 

April 2015 to remove the collar.

Comparison on land used before and during lowland displacements

We calculated the percentage of landcover classes within the utilization distributions (telemetry

period) and along the empirical pathway within lowland (lowland dispersal) to compare them.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Using a multidisciplinary approach we were able to confirm the identity of the bear and to rawly estimate the landcover types used, highlighting that even

a large carnivore can cross highly anthropized areas during homing displacements. In face of this case study, reasons ahead of the decision to use the least

suitable path (but the shortest) to return to the natal area, instead of using the most favourable one (Alpine range, as done by other collared bears; n = 5) 

shoud be investigated, as well as the brown bear homing capabilitites especially in terms of public safety (i.e., road accidents). 

3. First approaches to the lowland

During the telemetry period, the bear left the 

mountainous region toward the 

Valdobbiadene area, near Prosecco vineyards.
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6. Home sweet home

After crossing the Italian lowland, the bear likely

reached the Slovenian population. Gen18-Madi has

been never sampled again in Italy.

The Italian lowland

Statistics on lowland dispersal
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2. The exploration and hibernation area

In 2013-2014 Gen18-Madi roamed within the Alpine range, an 

area characterized by great naturalness (see pie chart below)

Genetic sampling on scats


